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These are examples and 
general suggestions only.  We 
try to do our best to guide you 
with your project.  However, 
some areas may require differ-
ent anchoring methods than 
described here.  We can not 
account for differing circum-
stances.  We cannot be held 
responsible for any incident or 
damage that may occure 
because of the use of the 
techniques described in that 
document or on our web site.

FLOATING DOCK
A floating dock system absolutely requires an anchoring system every 
+/- 30 feet.  Anchoring chain plates should be installed everywhere you 
plan on anchoring. To install the anchoring weights, lay them on the 
floating dock, group the appropriate amount of weights (we suggest that 
you place a piece of cardboard or a piece of wood under in order to 
protect the dock surface or decking), attach the chain and move the 
dock over the desired dropping area and then sink them in the water! It 
is the anchoring weights that will hold the docks in place since there are 
no piles and that the docks are submitted to lateral pressures by the 
wind, waves and the boats.

Anchoring examples in calm water areas
•  Small crafts, less than 15’, e.g. Canoes, Kayaks, Aluminum Boats or PWC 
(maximum of 2 crafts): minimum of +/- 200 lb per chain on each side.
•  Pleasure crafts less than 19’ or around 2500 lb each 
(maximum of 1 craft): minimum of +/- 350 lb per chain and on each side.
•  Pleasure crafts, Ski or Wakeboard Boats, less than +/- 23’ or +/- 4000 lb each 
(maximum of 1 craft): minimum of +/- 500 lb per chain and on each side. 
•  Pontoon boat with camper roof, which will catch in the wind: 
add around 150 lb per chain to the above requirements.
It is also suggested to anchor the dock system at all 4 corners of the dock 
on which the boats are attached to (see drawing).
If you expect to host other boats during summer, evaluate your needs accordingly.

Type and choice of anchoring blocks
Your local concrete products retailer should be able to provide necessary 
weights, which could be used as anchors. Your local hardware store will 
have the chain in stock.  Make sure you conform with local regulations to 
use the concrete as anchors, otherwise replace the material. 

The blocks should be of a weight of around 125 lb each and of square 
shape (+/- 1’ x 1’ x 1’) in order to limit their movements once on the 
bottom (filling a pail is not a good idea as it will roll once on its side).  A 
length of chain with a bolt or a knot at the end can be used as a hook 
(when pouring concrete blocks yourself, include in the concrete to attach 
to it later).  Also take note that the concrete will loose one third of its 
weight under water.  Different types of bottom such as clay may also 
affect the capacity of the anchor holding, so adjust accordingly. Muddy 
bottom usually offers a very good anchoring.

The chain should be rated as: 5/16” galvanized, grade 30 (regular). We 
also suggest that you use Galvanized Shackle at the underwater attach-
ment, not a zinc plated quick link! WARNING:

!

STATIONARY DOCK 
Normally, (except in areas where large waves can hit the dock) it is not 
required to anchor the stationary dock itself. Piles being driven into the 
bottom of the water will ensure stability. You should anchor any boat 
with moorings in a way that it will not hit or scrape on the docks, there-
fore protecting the boat and the docks. If your docks are installed in a 
shallow area, you should be able to install the mooring easily (on a nice 
day…). You may also choose a boat lift installation.
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You must plan 500 to 1500 lb 
or more of concrete blocs 
depending on water plan 
conditions, mooring needs 
and depth of water.
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